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1. Executive Summary
This Consultation Feedback Report has been prepared in alignment with the Neighbourhood
Planning Regulations 2012, it includes:
a. Details of the persons and bodies who were consulted about the proposed neighbourhood
plan
b. How they were consulted
c. Summaries of the main issues and concerns raised by the person consulted
d. Description of how these issues and concerns have been considered and, when relevant,
addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood Development Plan.
The consultation targeted those who live, work and visit Soho as well as Westminster City Council,
statutory consultees and community and amenity groups. The aim was to ensure that as many
people as possible had the opportunity to review the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan and/or the
Executive Summary and were able to comment on the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan to inform the
document.
The consultation period was launched on Wednesday 17 July 2019 and ran until Wednesday 11
September 2019. Documents were presented on the Soho Neighbourhood Forum website,
www.planforsoho.org, with the aim of promoting the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan and ensuring
easy navigation to the necessary documentation to review and leave feedback. The website allowed
users to sign-up to the Forum, as well as review the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan, the Executive
Summary and complete the 15-minute questionnaire.
The questionnaire, which covered all key sections in the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan, was made
available to the local community online and in hard copies at community events, which were held
during the consultation period and at permanent locations including:
•
•
•
•

St Anne’s Parish Office, 55 Dean Street, W1D 6AF
Marshall Street Leisure Centre, 15 Marshall Street, W1F 7EL
House of St Barnabas, 1 Greek Street, W1D 4NX
Comm Comm UK, 3rd Floor Office, 1 Bourchier Street, W1D 4HX.

Each location had numerous copies of the Executive Summary and a copy of the draft Soho
Neighbourhood Plan for community members to read and review. Hard copies of the survey were
provided, along with pens and a ballot box for community members to complete the questionnaire
and leave in the ballot box for collection by members of the team. All materials were on display for
the community to review throughout the consultation period.
Flyers were delivered to homes and business within Soho, advertising upcoming consultation events.
These were also left at the permanent locations. Social media was also used to advertise the
consultation and keep the local community updated.
Soho Neighbourhood Forum volunteers were on-hand at community events during the consultation
period. The draft Plan, exhibition boards and a banner as well as other supporting materials were
displayed at these events across Soho. Steering Group members were also available to speak to
members of the community. The stalls and volunteers were available at lunchtime events from
12:00pm to 2:00pm in the following locations:
• Soho Square, Wednesday 7 August 2019
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•
•
•
•

Berwick Street market, Friday 16 August 2019
Rupert Street market, Wednesday, 21 August 2019
Golden Square, Wednesday 28 August 2019
Soho Square, Wednesday 4 September 2019.

All comments received, verbal and written, were used to inform the Soho Neighbourhood Plan
before submission to Westminster City Council.
In addition to these lunchtime events, two public evening events were held for the community to
discuss the draft Plan.
• Summer Drinks Consultation, My Place, 21 Berwick Street, 5:00pm to 7:00pm on
Wednesday 21 August 2019
• Q&A, St Anne’s Church, 55 Dean Street, 6:00pm to 8:00pm on Thursday 29
August 2019.
A third event was held to engage with local businesses within Soho.
• Business Breakfast at House of St Barnabas, 8.30am to 10am on Tuesday 3
August 2019.
The questionnaire was completed by 195 respondees. The feedback was varied and was overly
supportive of the Plan.
The Forum also received responses from the following statutory consultees: Westminster City
Council (WCC), the Greater London Authority (GLA), Transport for London (TfL), the Environment
Agency (EA) and Historic England (HE).
Major stakeholder responses came from Nimax Theatres Ltd, Monmouth Planning, Clean Air
London, Shaftesbury plc and the London Cycling Campaign and a letter from an individual resident.
The consultation led to a number of changes to the layout of the plan, reducing the number of
policies and changes to wording. Justification to prevent large floor plates was substantially
expanded and steps were taken to ensure the Soho Neighbourhood Plan did not duplicate
Westminster City Council policies. Changes were also made to the affordable housing provision and
housing space standards policies.
The consultation programme undertaken by the Soho Neighbourhood Forum has been successful in
raising awareness with the local community about the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan and the
process moving forward. It was also successful in gaining the opinion and valuable feedback of the
local community.
Through consultation, there have been many practical as well as strategic suggestions regarding the
draft Plan from respondents. The Steering Group and Planning Group will be reviewing suggestions,
comments and queries in full and will ensure that they are addressed as necessary.
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2. Introduction
The Soho Neighbourhood Forum was established in 2014 to develop a Neighbourhood Plan for Soho
in accordance with the Localism Act 2011. The Soho Neighbourhood Forum is empowered by the
Localism Act of 2011 to create neighbourhood planning policies that govern how development will
come forward in the neighbourhood. The Forum’s constitution was established with the approval of
Westminster City Council in 2014.
The Forum is made up of those who live or work within the area defined as the Soho
Neighbourhood Area (SNA) who have applied to become members of the Forum. Membership
is free but is only open to those who can show that they live or work in the SNA. At the
inaugural meeting in July 2015, the members elected a Forum Steering Group (FSG) of 16 members
to guide and represent the forum. It is made up of eight representatives of residents and eight
representatives of businesses. The Forum Steering Group is elected each year at the AGM. It is a
voluntary association operating under a constitution approved by Westminster City Council (WCC)
who designated the neighbourhood area and the Forum itself. The Forum was designated
a business neighbourhood forum which means that we must consult businesses as well as residents
and get the consent of both groups to the final plan when put to referendum.
The draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan is a planning policy document for the next 21 years. Its
function is to articulate policies with which future development in Soho should comply in order
to be granted planning permission.
The draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan is built on ideas and comments received through a number of
consultation rounds over the past four years, which has resulted in an overall vision, objectives and
policy initiatives. These previous consultation rounds are documented in the Soho Survey 2016 and
2017 Results on the Plan for Soho website.
The draft Plan contains both planning polices as well as supporting text and justifications. The Plan
also details current issues in Soho, such as housing, traffic congestion, infrastructure, public spaces,
recycling, waste and food waste collection.
The draft Plan is spilt up into five key sections, which look at different objectives for the area. These
are:
• Culture and Heritage
• Commercial Activity
• Entertainment and the Night-Time Economy
• Housing
• Environment.
The Soho Neighbourhood Forum has undertaken a programme of community consultation before
the formal submission of the Plan to Westminster City Council. The aim of the consultation was to
get as much feedback as possible on the draft Plan and ensure that as many people as possible
understood and had the opportunity to comment.
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3. Why Consult
Comm Comm UK was instructed by the Soho Neighbourhood Forum to assist with the consultation
process for the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan.
Comm Comm UK is a specialist strategic communications agency working within the built
environment with expertise and experience of advising on and implementing consultation and
communication programmes.
Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct power to develop a shared vision for their
neighbourhood and shape the development and growth of their local area. Neighbourhood planning
provides a powerful set of tools for local people to ensure that the right objectives are used for their
community and align strategic needs and priorities for the wider local area.
Consultation is a key pillar of the Localism Act 2011, which enshrines neighbourhood plans. The
heart of all neighbourhood planning is the community and it is at its very core that the local
individuals and organisations collect ideas and draw together policy initiatives.
There are other guidance and best practice documents that set out the importance of consultation
and offer advice on the best way to undertake meaningful community engagement. These include
the Killian Pretty Review 2008 and HM Government’s Code of Practice Consultation 2008.
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4. Consultation Programme and Events
The consultation programme for the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan began on Wednesday 17 July
2019 but was first formally introduced at the Soho Summer Fete on Sunday 30 June 2019. The
consultation programme ran for a nine-week period, until Wednesday 11 September 2019, with the
aim to gain as much feedback as possible.
Below details the programme of events and activities over the period:
Date
Sunday 30 June 2019

Event/Consultation Activity
Soho Summer Fete

Wednesday 17 July 2019

Article published on Soho Neighbourhood Forum’s website and
members emailed about the consultation

Wednesday 7 August 2019

Lunchtime market stall in Soho Square

Friday 16 August 2019

Lunchtime market stall in Berwick Street

Wednesday 21 August 2019

Lunchtime market stall in Rupert Street

Wednesday 21 August 2019

Evening summer Drinks Consultation at My Place, 21 Berwick Street

Wednesday 28 August 2019

Lunchtime market in Golden Square

Thursday 29 August 2019

Evening Q&A at St Anne’s Church, 55 Dean Street

Thursday 3 September 2019

Business Breakfast at House of St Barnabas, 1 Greek Street

Wednesday 4 September 2019

Lunchtime market in Soho Square

At the events noted in the table, individuals who have been involved in the development of the draft
Plan have been on-hand to receive both verbal and written feedback on the draft Plan. Materials,
including exhibition boards, the draft Plan, Executive Summary and questionnaire forms have also
been available.
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5. Overview of Methodology
This section details the engagement undertaken by the Soho Neighbourhood Forum members,
volunteers and Comm Comm UK over the nine-week period. It outlines how the Forum engaged with
the local community and stakeholders in the local area.
The consultation programme began with the publication of an article, detailing the launch of the
consultation on the Soho Neighbourhood Forum’s website, www.planforsoho.org. An introductory
email was then circulated to all members of the Soho Neighbourhood Forum, outlining and
introducing the process, the latest version of the draft Plan and methods for contributing with
feedback.
A contact email, telephone number and website details were given for the community to get in
touch if they require the documents in other formats such as large format or in translations. A
dynamic social media campaign also kept interested neighbours informed of upcoming events.
The overall strategic aims for consultation were to:
•
•
•
•

Promote and publicise the draft Plan through effective traditional and online tools to ensure
that as many local people are engaged as possible
Gain feedback through online and traditional methods on the draft Plan
Engage as many commercial and residential individuals to sign-up to the Forum database
Ensure the local community understood what the Soho Neighbourhood Plan is and what it
plans to focus on and achieve in the future.

The target audiences for engagement were:
• Soho Neighbourhood Forum current members
• Residents, businesses, workers and visitors in the Soho area.
The Soho Neighbourhood Forum has a number of affiliated organisations that were actively
encouraged to share the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan and details of the consultation programme
through their own communication channels. This included:
• City of London (Department of
Planning and Transportation
• Clinical Commissioning Groups
• Crossrail
• EE
• Environment Agency (London Office)
• ESP Electricity Limited
• Historic England
• Homes and Communities Agency

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

London Brough of Camden
London Enterprise Partnership
Mayor of London
National Grid DPM Consultants
Natural England
NHS Property Services
Transport for London
Thames Water Utilities Ltd
Vodafone and O2.

Westminster City Council also sent the Forum a list of organisations it thought should be consulted.
This list included the following official statutory consultees:
•
•
•

The Mayor of London (GLA)
Local Planning Authorities: Westminster City Council and London Borough of Camden
Natural England
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Environment Agency
Historic England
Transport for London (TfL)
The Coal Authority
Highways England
The Homes and Communities Agency
Network Rail
National Grid
UK Power Networks
The Marine Management Organisation
Central London Clinical Commissioning Group
Thames Water
BT Openreach.

5.1 Consultation Materials
Copies of all materials issued as part of the consultation process can be found in the Appendices.
The draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan, Executive Summary and Exhibition Boards
The draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan and Executive Summary were branded A4 documents (Appendix
A), which were available to the local community to review throughout the duration of the period at
four locations: St Anne’s Parish Office, Marshall Street Leisure Centre, House of St Barnabas and
Comm Comm UK’s office.
The documents were also present at community events held throughout the consultation period.
The documents were emailed to statutory consultees, community groups and members of the Soho
Neighbourhood Forum, as well as being available to download online from the Forum’s website. A
freephone telephone number and email address were made available to the local community to
allow them to get in touch if they required the documents in a different format or if they had any
queries.
Exhibition boards were produced and on display at events across the consultation period, see
Appendix B. The boards detailed the consultation, gave key information regarding how to get
involved and explained the different sections of the draft Plan.
Website
The first Soho Neighbourhood Forum website was first created in the autumn of 2014 and a
communications plan was put together to engage with local residents. The website has been active
since, with the establishment of the Soho Neighbourhood Forum taking place in July 2015.
The website, www.planforsoho.org, provides updates on various matters such as news regarding
upcoming events and local government planning policy.
The design of the website allows visitors to provide feedback, submit queries and get in contact with
members of the team for more information. Copies of minutes from Annual General Meetings and
Forum Steering Group meetings are available to view, along with the draft Soho Neighbourhood
Plan and the Executive Summary.
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Articles were published on the website indicating when the consultation period began and ended
(Appendix C). These were highlighted at the top of the website to ensure visitors easy access to the
relevant documents, which were provided.
The first article advertising the consultation period provided links to the Executive Summary and
draft Plan, a link to the questionnaire and the locations of where hard copies could be obtained. The
second article was published on the last day of the consultation period. The article included links to
the Executive Summary and draft Plan, a link to the questionnaire and the locations of where hard
copies could be obtained.
Member Emails
Emails were sent out to the Soho Neighbourhood Forum database. Emails were sent at intervals
over the consultation process to inform and allow respondents to actively take part in the
consultation. Community groups and organisations noted in the Overview of Methodology were
asked to share the details on the draft Soho Neighbourhood Plan and consultation with their own
members and databases, reaching a large and vast array of individuals and groups. Copies of emails
sent by the Forum’s administrator can be found in Appendix D.
Adverts and Flyers
Prior to the consultation period, an advert was published in the Soho Clarion. The advert noted that
members of the Soho Neighbourhood Forum would be present at the Soho Summer Fete to discuss
the draft Plan and to answer any queries. The advertisement was also formatted into double-sided
A4 flyers. Between Monday 3 June 2019 to Friday 7 June 2019, 4,800 flyers were hand delivered to
residential and business addresses within Soho and 200 flyers were sent by post to Forum members.
The flyers provided a short summary of the draft Plan and provided contact and social media details
for the public to get in touch with members of the team. Copies of both flyers and the distribution
area can be found in Appendix E.
Between Thursday 8 August and Friday 16 August, a further 2,000 flyers were distributed to
residents and the public at events held by the Forum. The flyers provided the dates of the market
stall and public events. These also included a scannable QR code, which would take the individual to
the online questionnaire via their mobile phone. The flyers also included contact information and
the Forum’s social media details.
Soho Radio
The consultation was also mentioned and discussed on Soho Radio a number of times prior and
during the consultation period. The consultation was publicised on six occasions between 23 May
2019 and 29 July 2019.
Social Media Campaign
Social media was utilised throughout the consultation to communicate with a range of different
audiences. Twitter, Instagram and Facebook were the most effective tools used in the campaign. A
copy of each post can be found in Appendix F.
Twitter posts gained impressions of up to 25,371 users while Facebook posts reached 320 users.
Instagram also engaged social media users in the consultation and posts gained up to 37 likes. A
number of conversations around the Plan took place on Twitter and were considered by the team.
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Twitter – @planforsoho
Followers – 3,421

Facebook – @planforsoho
Followers – 168

Instagram – @planforsoho
Followers – 1,155

Press
The Soho Clarion published an advertisement in its Summer 2019 issue (No.173), featuring
information about the annual Soho Summer Fete. The advertisement detailed the date,
time and location members of the Soho Neighbourhood Forum would be on hand to discuss
the draft Plan. It also advertised the next Annual General Meeting.
The Clarion is delivered to homes, hotels, private members’ clubs, offices, shops,
restaurants and bars in Soho and has a readership of approximately 3,500.

Photo of flyer enclosed in Soho Clarion next to advert
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Questionnaire
A digital online and hard copy of the questionnaire were created to gain feedback from the
local community about the policies set out in the draft Plan. Hard copies of the
questionnaire were available alongside the Executive Summary and the Plan, available upon
request, at St Anne’s Church, Marshall Street Leisure Centre, House of St Barnabas and
Comm Comm UK. A banner with a QR code was also placed at Marshall Street Leisure
Centre so members of the pubic could scan the QR code if they would like to complete the
questionnaire via their mobile phones.
5.2 Events
Summer Drinks Consultation at My Place, 21 Berwick Street
Wednesday 21 August 2019 5:00pm to 7:00pm
The Soho Neighbourhood Forum and team were on-hand with exhibition boards and
consultation materials to actively engage with attendees. Hard copies of the questionnaire
were given out to attendees and those who wished to take the survey online were provided
with the flyers with the questionnaire QR code.
Q&A St Anne’s Church, 55 Dean Street
Thursday 29 August 2019 6:00pm to 8:00pm
The Soho Neighbourhood Forum and team were present to answer questions from the
public regarding the draft Plan. The panel included Soho Neighbourhood Forum Members
Matthew Bennett, Jessica Stewart and Jace Tyrell. Questions raised by attendees included
concerns over waste collection, how the policy would prevent large developments from
coming into Soho and the number of private members’ clubs.
Business Breakfast at House of St Barnabas, 1 Greek Street
Tuesday 3 September 2019 8.30am to 10am.
House of St Barnabas hosted a Business Breakfast and invited a number of local Soho
businesses. The main areas of discussion centred around how the Plan can support
businesses, especially Small to Medium Enterprises (SME), while ensuring the other policies
are respected. Many felt that some buildings are in need of improvement as they have not
seen any investment for years. Others felt that Soho has a critical mass of SMEs in cultural,
communications and artistic industries and it is important to keep rents low to maintain this
and encourage start-ups and entrepreneurs. However, it is also essential to provide the right
infrastructure, such as good fibre and internet services, and for local premises to have
flexibility.
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6. Overview of Feedback
From Wednesday 17 July 2019 to Wednesday 11 September 2019, the Soho Neighbourhood
Forum had a total of 195 respondents who participated in the questionnaire.
•
•

182 were completed online
13 hard copies were received

There were also 40 click engagements by individuals who viewed the survey and exited
before completing, bringing the total number of engagements to 235.
The survey consisted of 51 questions in total, this included:
• 10 administrative questions (i.e. Name, address, gender)
• 5 policy overview questions
• 35 questions to cover each individual policy in the draft Plan
• The questionnaire also asked ‘Do you support the draft Plan coming into force?’
Please find the responses to the Questionnaire as well as Statutory Consultees’ feedback in
this section of the report.
6.1 Questionnaire: Administrative Questions
The administrative questions asked for personal data, so that respondents could be kept
informed on the consultation and news on how their feedback has been taken on-board.
The questions also gathered demographic data to better understand the audience and
whether they live, work or visit Soho as well as what industry they work in.
The results found that:
• 64% of respondents identified as Male, 32% as Female and 4% as Other or Preferred
to not say
• Most responses (26%) were received by those in the 35-44 age range
• The majority of those who participated in the survey worked or visited Soho.
Respondents were able to select multiple options out of ‘live’ ‘work’ and ‘visit’ Soho
• Most respondents who lived or worked in Soho had been in the area for up to five
years. 32% of responses were received by those who had either lived or worked in
the area for over 20 years
• Few respondents were from outside of Greater London, 87% of responses were
received by those visiting from Greater London or the South East
• There was a highly diverse range in professional sectors amongst respondents.
Property and Film and Television were popular sectors with seven respondents
working in each of these sectors.
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6.2 Questionnaire: Overview and Individual Policy Questions
The policy overview questions asked respondents if they strongly agree, agree, neither
agree nor disagree, disagree or strongly disagree with the policy overview. The results can
be found in this report. Respondents were offered the opportunity to comment on each
individual policy or to skip to the end of the survey. 46 respondents chose to comment on
each individual policy.
Each question offered the opportunity for respondents to insert further comments. The
comments below from respondents have been restructured to provide clarity and
grammatical errors have been fixed for readability. The comments selected do not share the
overall view of every respondent but were selected due to the comments being constructive
and representative of feedback on each question.
6.2.1 Culture and Heritage
Q10. Proposals for tall buildings will not be supported. Development proposals must
respect the predominant size and scale of the conservation area with any proposals for
significantly taller buildings direct to the north, east and south boundary roads of Oxford
Street, Charing Cross Road and Shaftesbury Avenue. Proposals must respect the individual
building by building plot widths and scale of the buildings they replace and where possible
retain a traditional mix of occupiers. Rear yards, courts, back street and mews should be
protected and enhanced. Design should avoid creating bland and repetitive facades.

•
•
•

Tall buildings should only be permitted on the perimeter and existing streetscapes
should be respected. Scale is a key component of maintaining the character of
Soho
I agree with this but do not agree with the inclusion of Shaftesbury Avenue or the
middle section of Charing Cross Road
The charm of Soho streetscapes, which are an essential part of the special Soho
character, lie in the variety of individual buildings and the relatively small scale of
the buildings.
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Policy 1 - Proposals must respect the predominant character of the conservation area in
terms of size and scale to be supported. Proposals for major development which involve
increases in height over two storeys will only be supported where they have a frontage on
one of three key boundary roads of the Soho Neighbourhood Area namely Oxford Street,
Charing Cross Road and Shaftesbury Avenue as defined in Map 4 and will have their major
scale and massing on those streets stepping down to scale of the streets to the rear.
•
•
•
•

There is enough development as it is
Disagree with the inclusion of the middle section of Charing Cross Road and
Shaftesbury Avenue
Containing higher buildings on Oxford Street
Developments must avoid overlooking and encroachment.

Policy 2 – Proposals for tall buildings which are substantially taller than their surroundings
will not be supported. Proposals which seek to substantially increase the height of
existing buildings by more than two storeys for commercial and one storey for residential
will not be supported. The protected vistas and views which cross Soho must be strictly
respected. Any proposals for substantially taller buildings will only be considered where
they front the boundary roads to the area as defined in Policy 21.
• Height needs to be restricted
• Vital height is restricted to keep Soho a vibrant community and leisure area
• Taller buildings should be supported only for social residential developments.
Policy 3 – Development proposals should reflect the individual ‘building by building’ plot
widths and scale of the buildings they replace in order to complement the existing
architectural character. It is important that there is innovative design within the massing
and scale proposed to avoid creating a bland or uniform design, either at street level or
on upper floors.
• Emphasis should be put on restricting the use of large plate-glass windows in
proposed designs
• Dark, overbearing colours should not be allowed.
Policy 4 - Proposals for mixed use developments and refurbishments, which retain a
traditional mix of occupiers, (such as retail, light industrial, office, and residential) and
fully apply the ‘agent of change’ principle as defined in the London Plan will be supported.
• Policy needs firmer action in law
• Soho must maintain traditional businesses
• Berwick Street Market needs protection from residents, retailers, developers and
hotels acting as agents of change.
Policy 5 - Rear yards, courts, back streets and mews all contribute to local character and
should be protected and enhanced when part of development.
• Green spaces especially need protection for air quality
• These should not become private spaces sold as new public space. These should
remain accessible to all
• Yes, these spaces are important contributors to the area.
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Policy 6 - Where development involves creating new street facing facades developers are
required to avoid creating bland shop fronts and repetitive facades. Opportunities to add
detail and colour which increases interest and character will be supported.
• Emphasis should be put on restricting use of large plate-glass windows in the
designs. These do not reflect the architectural heritage and also do not contribute
to environmental sustainability
• Should come up with a Soho ‘look’ that provides strong design guidelines.
Summary of Culture and Heritage Policies
This section looks closely at the collective areas that make up Soho’s culture and heritage.
The community were in agreement that the character of Soho must be preserved and were
supportive of where large-scale development may be permitted.
Question 10, which looked to provide an overview of the Culture and Heritage section,
received positive feedback from respondents, with 73% stating they ‘strongly agreed’ with
the statement.
Maintaining Soho’s unique character and the conservation area is important to residents.
Proposed developments, which design did not fit in with the surrounding area, would most
likely face a number of objections by residents. In particular, one respondent stated
applications that would use plate-glass windows in their designs would not contribute to the
architectural heritage of the area.
Just two respondents disagreed with the statement and one respondent noted that tall
buildings and densification were needed to ensure rents and prices are not driven up,
maintaining and improving its vitality.
6.2.2 Commercial Activity and Creative Industry Policies
Q11. Commercial or mixed-use development proposals must ensure that the availability
of smaller commercial premises for office and retail use is not diminished. Other than at
the north, east and south boundary streets, large floor plate office developments for
single occupiers are not regarded as suitable developments to be supported. Ground
floors should avoid creating wasted and underused space and be well designed to
increase diversity vibrancy and activity. Lettable space in commercial and mixed-use
developments, which is designed as workspace for the creative industries is strongly
supported. Existing private members clubs will be protected and new proposals normally
supported.
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•
•
•

We do not need any more large-scale developments. 20th Century House should
be saved
Small businesses integrate better into the community
All buildings must not restrict the protected view towards Westminster.

Policy 7 - To be supported commercial or mixed-use development proposals must ensure
that the availability of smaller commercial premises for office and retail use is not
diminished.
•
•

Smaller businesses should not have to pay ridiculous rates that force them out of
business
Small commercial venues should be given priority There needs to be special
provision for small scale (Soho size) coworking to encourage the seeding and
rooting of creative business back into Soho. Currently this vacancy can only be
achieved by carving up small spaces into dysfunctional minuscule spaces to get
below the rates floor. This is an issue unique to central London where rates are so
steep that even a tiny business cannot get below the threshold.

Policy 8 - Other than in the areas defined in Figure 4 large floor plate office developments
for single occupiers are not regarded as suitable developments to be supported.
•
•

Buildings should not be knocked together to create large footplate either
A lot of small one-off company that defined Soho’s character have gone. We need
to bring back one-off shops for the people that live and work here and stop
thinking about what is best for the tourists

Policy 9 - Proposals for ground floors should avoid creating wasted an unused space and
be well designed to increase the diversity, vibrancy and activity that typifies the
conservation area.
• No large empty, soulless foyers
• As long as they carefully consider nearby residential properties and their impact
on these.
Policy 10 - Existing galleries and cultural uses will be protected and proposals for new
galleries and cultural uses will be supported.
17

•
•

The Trust welcomes and is supportive of this policy, which is consistent with the
NPPF and adopted and proposed policies within the London Plan and Westminster
City Plan
Agree, however many gallery spaces are being used as commercial pop-up shops
for brands. This needs to be monitored

Policy 11 - Proposals, which ensure that the lettable space in commercial and mixed-use
developments is designed as workspace for the creative industries, with an emphasis on
start-ups, will be strongly supported.
• This is what is needed, not offices. Encourage enterprise and skill development
• But can this be enforced somehow? Otherwise this is unlikely isn’t it?
Policy 12 - Proposals, which seek to replace existing private members clubs with other
uses, will be resisted. Proposals for new private members’ clubs which do not provide
accommodation overnight for members will normally be supported.
• Strongly agree with first sentence. Support for new private members’ clubs needs
very careful consideration and should only be considered if they meet a particular
need that doesn’t already exist
• Do no support new private members’ clubs because they are, by definition,
exclusive in nature, whereas the spirit of Soho is one of inclusivity.
Summary of Commercial Activity and Creative Industry Policies
This section was well received by respondents, with many stating that small scale
commercial activity is an important character trait of Soho. Support for policies to protect
existing music venues was highly supported, including policies that would help bring in
creative workspaces and new galleries.
The majority of respondents strongly agreed with the statement made in question 11 but
raised concerns in regard to individual policies within this section. Policy 12, the provision
for private members clubs within Soho, received the most negative feedback from
respondents. Respondents stated Soho has a high number of private member clubs and that
Soho is known for its inclusivity.
Respondents were keen on policies that would support commercial and mixed-use
developments, specifically for smaller businesses. Comments addressed the need for
commercial space to be at affordable rent levels so smaller businesses are maintained in the
area.
6.2.3 Entertainment and the Night-Time Economy
Q12. Existing music venues will be protected. The development of new live music venues
will be supported provided they are low impact in terms of noise and how the arrival and
dispersal of costumers is managed. New A1 cafes, A3, A4, A5, and D2 uses above or
adjacent to residential use must apply the ‘agent of change’ principle and demonstrate
that they will not have adverse impacts on residential amenity, which cannot be
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mitigated. Proposals that provide additional public toilet capacity will be strongly
supported.

•
•

Disagree with the support of new D2 and large A3 uses in Soho. Agree with large
music venues but suggest as with the original proposal that they should be limited
in size to 400sqm with corresponding audience capacity
High rents are an issue.

Policy 13 - Existing music venues will be protected. The development of (D2) live music
venues will be supported provided they are low impact in terms of noise and in how the
arrival and dispersal of customers is managed.
• Brilliant, cannot wait for this to be completed
• The night-time economy is both to be encouraged but also managed responsibly
for the sake of residents.
Policy 14 - To be supported proposals for new A1 cafes, A3, A4, A5 and D2 uses above or
adjacent to residential use must apply the ‘agent of change’ principle and demonstrate
that they will not have adverse impacts on residential amenity which cannot be mitigated.
• D2 use in residential areas can be tricky, but it is doable
• Absolutely agree, also make it compulsory for cafes, pubs, bars and restaurants
and office buildings to have ashtrays that are emptied regularly
• This is crucial but too little thought has gone into how this can be successfully
implemented.
Policy 15 - Proposals which provide additional public toilet capacity will be strongly
supported.
• Strongly agree. This is an absolute necessity given the high concentration of pubs,
bars and restaurants
• Agree but need to be properly maintained
Summary of Entertainment and the Night-Time Economy Policy
The questionnaire showed agreement, in principle, for the majority of the proposals put
forward. However, there was caution about the location of proposed venues, noise impacts,
the impact of rents on entertainment establishments and the terminology of ‘adverse
impacts’ and the ‘agent of change’ principle.
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Policy 14 received mixed feedback, which was due to the ‘agent of change’ principle and the
term ‘adverse impacts’. Respondents stated the proposed policy needed to be more precise
on what is considered an adverse impact and how this could be implemented in practice.
6.2.4 Housing
Q13. Affordable housing should be provided as part of new development or if that is not
practically possible then within the Soho Neighbourhood Area. On-street parking permits
will not be approved for residential development, other than provision for disabled bays.
No overly large flats will be supported. Major developments must use Construction
Management Plans (CMP) and Delivery Service Plans (DSP) to show that they have
avoided or mitigated adverse impacts and positively enhanced amenity as well as the
environment.

•

•
•
•
•

I broadly agree but think a more flexible view should be taken on on-street
parking. I suggest that Soho residents should be able to obtain on-street parking
permits that entitle them to park in Zone G and all of the contiguous Westminster
resident’s parking zones
Not sure about on-street parking permits as people need cars for various personal
reasons
“Overly large flats” is perhaps too vague. Affordable three-bedroom flats for
families should be part of the mix
Not clear that ‘affordable’ is a word with any real meaning. Affordable to whom?
Must be properly enforced. Developers cannot be allowed to wriggle out of their
commitments.

Policy 16 - Where to meet Local Plan requirements affordable housing can only be
provided ‘in the vicinity’ in this Plan is defined as within the Soho Neighbourhood Area.
•
•

You need social housing, not affordable. Affordable housing is short term and will
be converted in the future. Social housing is what is needed
Yes, very important to maintain divers-income residents in Soho. This is an
important part of the areas make-up
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•
•

There is not enough affordable housing in Soho
Existing social housing needs to be improved and more accessible to Soho workers
as well as residents.

Policy 17 - Residential development should not only be car free but by legal agreement
ensure that occupants of new housing have no right to apply for a residents parking
permit (other than those with special needs).
•
•
•
•

No cars but for existing residents
This may discriminate against residents who are self -employed and need a vehicle
for their business
This is very important. Residents parking permits should be abolished outright.
There is no need for private cars in Soho whatsoever
Definitely agree and should get rid of residents parking except for those who are
severely disabled.

Policy 18 – Only housing units which do not exceed the highest minimum standard in the
Nationally Described Space Standards namely 138 sqm will be supported.
•
•

Yes, Soho needs more studio flats to encourage single residents to live here.
Westminster Council should invest in building more houses in Soho
Agree strongly

Policy 19 - Major development must show in a Construction Management Plan (CMP) that
potential adverse impacts on residential amenity during construction have been actively
considered and avoided or mitigated and that positive enhancements to amenity have
been considered and included where possible.
•
•
•

Existing residents must be protected from constant redevelopment construction
noise and inconvenience
There should be no further major development if these aspirations are to be
applied
This is usually required and rarely followed by developers.

Policy 20 - Major Development must show in a Delivery and Servicing Plan (DSP) that on
completion and once in use the adverse effects on the immediate local environment and
public realm have been mitigated or avoided.
• Phrasing should be changed from ‘not avoided’ to controlled
• No deliveries from 10pm till 8am in quite high residential areas
Summary of Housing Policy
This section looks at the provision of housing in Soho and the residential community. These
policies encompass areas such as affordable housing, transport, pollution and on-street
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parking. Responses to the policies are largely mixed and comments focus heavily on parking
control and affordable housing.
Proposed policies, which look to ensure new developments are car free received a positive
response but were also mixed. Respondents raised concerns for future residents who may
need to use a car for work or are self-employed and need a vehicle for their business. Other
concerns were raised regarding current on-street parking, with respondents feeling unsure
if on-street parking should be permitted. Other comments were supportive of
pedestrianising the entirety of Soho due to current air pollution concerns.
6.2.5 Environment
Q14. Applicants should maximise measures that contribute to improving air quality and
reduce reliance on the use of fossil fuels. Proposals that waste heat and energy and cause
carbon emissions should be avoided. Measures to retrofit and improve the sustainability
of existing buildings and reduce their emissions will normally be strongly supported. The
public car parks at Brewer Street and Poland Street should be safeguarded and
temporarily protected from development that changes their use until proposals for their
reuse as sites for micro-consolidation can be brought forward. The creation of new green
‘pocket parks’ on roofs for employees and other to use will normally be supported
provided a robust Management Plan is in place to mitigate any potential adverse impacts
such as noise nuisance. Development proposals should provide the highest feasible level
of greening. All development proposals should be designed in such as way as to facilitate
pedestrian movement. Development that provides carefully considered new public access
to improve pedestrian connectivity and convenience will normally be supported. Facades
and entrances to premises should display clearly a street number for each premises to
facilitate better ‘way-finding’. Major developments will be expected, where practical, to
provide more cycle stands in the immediate vicinity of the development for use by visitors
to the building. Waste and servicing facilities must provide for off-street waste and
recycling facilities within the boundary of the development and not obstruct pavements
with dumped rubbish bags. Major commercial developments should additionally provide
extra waste and recycling storage capacity or neighbouring small commercial units within
a 100-metre radius. This should be strictly controlled by suitable technology to weigh and
record waste materials, levy appropriate fees and prevent unauthorised access. The
provision of retailing of food and drink should store food waste as a separate category
and use a food waste recycling services. The Soho Neighbourhood Plan designates two
quite oases at Ramillies Street/Place and Dufours Place. All applicants within the Soho
Neighbourhood Area are also encouraged to use every opportunity to provide public
seating whenever possible as part of their development.
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•
•
•
•
•

I strongly agree with trying to improve waste management and collection through
any means necessary, especially technological means
Wonderful. However, I would like more of Soho to have trees planted, or natural
flowers planed in order to encourage bees and also to combat the pollution
Whereas I strongly agree with the statement, I would like to see ways/plans
incorporated to reduce littering and dumping in Soho
Agree with all but the protection of the car parks at Brewer and Poland Streets.
Soho should be discouraging cars, congestion and pollution by providing fewer
places to park
Car parks should be closed with the majority of Soho seeking to become car free
with significantly upgraded pedestrian and cycle facilitities.

Policy 21 - In their design proposals applicants should maximise measures which
contribute to improving air quality by such things as green infrastructure, delivery and
servicing plans and methods of on-site renewable energy generation which emit less
pollutants and reduce reliance on the use of fossil fuels.
• There ought to be public organic, recyclable and refuse facilities in every
development for the benefit of the community
• Businesses should demonstrate that they can operate and be sustainable without
using traditional delivery lorries, vans and taxis
• Soho needs to dramatically cut the number of journeys by car.
Policy 22 - In development proposals measures which waste heat and energy and cause
carbon emissions should be avoided.
• Not avoided – controlled and halted
• Essential
• It shouldn’t be avoided, it should be proportionally taken into account with other
issues, including effective use of space and not increasing costs for businesses and
residents
Policy 23 - Measures to retrofit and improve the sustainability of existing buildings and
reduce their emissions will be strongly supported provided the character and heritage
assets of the buildings are carefully considered and respected.
• Agree as long as it is not used as an excuse for major redevelopment
• Care should be taken to protect small distinctive features.
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Policy 24 - The public car parks at Brewer Street and Poland Street should be safeguarded
and temporarily protected from development which changes their use until proposal for
their reuse as sites for micro-consolidation can be brought forward.
• Strongly disagree. Space for cars is wasteful and could be better used for
affordable housing
• Agree but not temporarily.
Policy 25 - The creation of new green ‘pocket parks’ on roofs for employees and others to
use will normally be supported provided a robust management plan is in place to mitigate
any potential adverse impacts such as noise nuisance.
• Phrasing should be changed from ‘normally supported’ to ‘actively encourages’
• Strongly agree, but need to add ‘over-looking’ of residential properties
• There is a risk of noise nuisance and could be distressing to residents.
Policy 26 - Development proposals should provide the highest feasible level of greening to
the building and its curtilage including green walls and roofs to help address poor air
quality and improve well-being.
• Strongly agree, but maintenance is also an issue and needs to be enforced
• It would add character
• Agree and also contribute to adjacent public realm improvements.
Policy 27 - All development proposals should be designed in such a way as to facilitate
pedestrian movement. Proposals should seek to:
- Create clear and well signed pedestrian routes
- Provide even surfaces and minimise steps and level changes
- Design out blind spots and recessed doorways
- Provide well-lit and clean temporary passageways during development works
- Reduce vulnerability to flash flooding and ensure that the neighbouring public
realm is well drained using sustainable urban drainage (SUDs) wherever possible.
• Provide more cycle lanes
• The entire area should be pedestrianised
• Agree but as part of this, on-street tables and chairs should be restricted
Policy 28 - Development that provides carefully considered public access through
developments over previously private and inaccessible land to improve pedestrian
connectivity and convenience will normally be supported unless there are adverse
impacts which cannot be mitigated.
• Should allow for public amenity space
• This should be the norm
• It is important to draw attention to the need to protect the integrity of historic
layouts of pedestrian and vehicle routes.
Policy 29 – Facades and entrances to premises should display clearly a street number for
each premises to facilitate better way finding.
• Sure, but mystery has never hurt the mystic of Soho
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•
•

This is always a problem on Dean Street
Should provide large, well designed and consistent numbers.

Policy 30 – Major developments in addition to their provision internally for employees
who cycle will be expected to consider and where practical provide more cycle stands in
the immediate vicinity of the development in order to enhance the use of cycles by
visitors to the building.
• Agree, however the new London Plan standards are widely inappropriate for Soho
• Soho is too crowded for so many bicycles
• Developers should be required to provide lockers for clothes, change and washing
facilities for large developments
• This needs to be more enforced rather than just where practical.
Policy 31 – Development which includes provision of, or revisions to, waste and servicing
facilities must provide separate waste and recycling facilities within the boundary of the
development. New facilities must have easy access for contractors to collect the
materials.
• This will not happen unless it is made legally or contractually binding
• Reduce noise and frequency of collections and deliveries and reduce waste piles
on streets.
Policy 32 – Development that is designed for letting to a number of separate commercial
occupiers should provide with the overall proposal a single facility for waste and recycling
for use by all occupiers of the development.
• Generally agree unless it is a listed building or there is a protected ground floor
unit
• Depends on how much it would increase the cost for the business
Policy 33 - Major commercial developments should provide adequate waste and recycling
storage facility to meet the requirements of the development. In addition, there is a
requirement to provide extra waste and recycling storage capacity (within the
development) for designated neighbouring small commercial units within a 100 metre
radius (provided it is within the boundaries of the SNA).
• Agree but not to the detriment of residents using the same building – i.e. noise,
obstruction and nuisance
• Yes. I agree with the proposal to lower the number of companies providing waste
delivery in order to amalgamate present quantity
Policy 34 – Development which includes the provision or retailing of food and drink
should provide sufficient space in which to store food waste as a separate recycling
category from other waste and recyclables and should encourage occupiers to use a food
waste recycling service.
•
•
•

I would like to see glass crusher encouraged by the policy
If it does not increase costs for small businesses
Vital to reduce street bag nuisance.
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Policy 35 – The plan designates 2 quiet oases at Ramillies Street/ Place and Dufour’s
Place. All applicants within the SNA are also encouraged to use every opportunity to
provide public seating whenever possible as part of their development.
•
•
•

Fully agree, however, wish Marshall Street would be included
Soho needs more than what is recommended in this policy
Not encouraged but required. Controls should be put in place to prevent misuse of
alcohol.

Summary of Environment Policy
On-street parking continued to be a main discussion point with a number of respondents
stating for Soho should be pedestrianised. Policy 24 received the most negative feedback, as
respondents were unsupportive of preserving the car parks and believed the space to be
better suited for more housing or alternative uses.
Proposed policies, which looked to improve air quality and prevent further pollution in Soho
were widely supported. It is clear with Soho’s central location that respondents want to
ensure Soho continues to expand in sustainable alternatives and improve quality of life
within the area. Green infrastructure policies were highly supported, with Policy 26
receiving overwhelming support. Respondents stated that greening would add character to
Soho and that greening should be one of Soho’s distinctive features.
6.3 Questionnaire: Do you support the draft Plan coming into force?

Respondents were asked if they were supportive of the Plan coming into force. 94%
selected ‘Yes’ and only 6% selected ‘No’ showing great support for the plan.
6.4 Statutory Consultees and Additional Stakeholder Response
The Forum received responses from the following statutory consultees: Westminster City
Council (WCC), the Greater London Authority (GLA), Transport for London (TfL), the
Environment Agency (EA) and Historic England (HE).
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Major stakeholder responses came from Nimax Theatres Ltd, Monmouth Planning, Clean Air
London, Shaftesbury plc and the London Cycling Campaign and a letter from an individual
resident.
WCC made many detailed points about layout and textual suggestions which were very
helpful. They and HE suggested separating policies 1 and 2 more clearly and suggested ways
to reword many of the other policies. They also felt that some policies duplicated those in
the new draft Local Plan 2019 -2040 and therefore some policies were either dropped or
refocused. WCC were particularly concerned about the Forum’s policy on making new
residential development not only car free but free of the right to obtain a resident’s parking
permit but this policy was strongly supported by TfL so has been reworded but kept.
The GLA supported the policy on small housing units and wanted to encourage the Forum to
identify and allocate sites for housing to support the Westminster target 1495 but the
Forum does not believe it has the knowledge to accurately assess and designate sites in
such a complex mixed use area. It also contrasts with GLA support for more office, culture,
arts, entertainment, night-time economy, LGBT+ and tourism uses. The GLA were also keen
for the plan to identify suitable sites for tall buildings but notes that opportunities will be
limited due to most of the area being a conservation area and the three protected viewing
corridors. It also offered strong support for earmarking the two local car parks for micro
consolidation.
TfL made some detailed textual improvements and supported the policies on walking and
cycling were strongly supported and was keen to see their Healthy Streets approach
incorporated into the plan which has been done. They were also ‘greatly supportive’ of the
proposed car parking permit ban and the proposals for the two car parks. The EA were only
specifically concerned to identify areas of flood risk which only lightly touch the Soho
Neighbourhood Area.
HE welcomed the plan and the consideration it gives to the local and historic character of
Soho but were very concerned about policies 2 and 8 as drafted which envisaged some
possible tall buildings on sites located on the major boundary streets and felt that there was
no evidence underpinning this approach and that in their view they would cause significant
harm. Following an exchange of emails and a meeting both policies have been revised in a
way acceptable to HE which will generally resist tall buildings but allow some infill
development.
The major stakeholder responses from Nimax Theatres Ltd were keen to include more
mention of theatres within policies and to safeguard the importance of deliveries to get in
and get out stage sets and other equipment as shows change.
Monmouth Planning suggested constructive changes to better describe the contribution of
the evening and night-time economy but did not recognise that noise and anti-social
behaviour is often a side effect of late night uses even if they are well run within the
premises.
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Clean Air London repeated to us evidence given to the London Plan Enquiry to ensure that
development is at least air quality neutral.
Shaftesbury Plc were concerned about any aspects of policies which inhibited their ability to
provide more office and residential development. They supported the proposals on
retrofitting but felt that policies for major development should do more to encourage
innovative design and that there should be greater clarity about the policy on enhancing
rear yards and mews. They felt that the ‘agent of change’ principle should more clearly be
used to protect existing arts, culture and entertainment uses. They dd not support the
policy that major development should over provide waste and recycling facilities in order to
reduce rubbish dumped on the street.
The London Cycling Campaign were supportive of the policies on movement and micro
consolidation but felt more should be done to prevent through traffic. The resident felt that
there should be more mention of improvements to Lighting, Carriageways and Footways in
the Plan.
All feedback from statutory consultees can be found in Appendix G.
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7. How the Statutory and Community Consultation has Informed the
Plan
The comments received by WCC led to a number of radical changes to the layout of the
plan. These included moving much of the detail about the process of establishing the forum
and the public consultation phases into the Consultation Statement. It also involved
reducing the number of policies from 35 to 31 and placing the policy before the reasoned
justification that underpins it. It also involved adding further references to supporting
evidence and improvements to the Glossary. Comments from WCC, HE and a range of
survey respondents led the forum to redraft and refocus polices 1 and 2 and to consolidate
policy 5 into a revised policy 1. Any reference to allowing major development on the major
boundary roads of Oxford St, Charing Cross Road and Shaftesbury Avenue were omitted but
wording included to allow infill development across the plan area.
The policy to prevent large floor plate offices had its reasoned justification substantially
expanded and based on local evidence. In the Creative Industries steps were taken avoid
duplication with WCC’s draft Local Plan and greater emphasis on the need to reflect in
public art Soho’s culture and heritage and to use local creative businesses. The policy on
Private members cubs was altered to make clear that those to be protected should be those
who have a proven track record of provide opportunities and facilities for networking and
that should those owning such clubs wish to change the use they would need to carry out an
active marketing campaign of the existing use for 12 months before any change might be
agreed to. The policy also restated that new clubs maybe supported where they comply
with the relevant parts of policy 17 of WCC’s draft Local Plan.
The policy on affordable housing was amended to ensure that off-site housing provision is
made in the vicinity where that is feasible and practicable. The policy on housing space
standards was completely reworded and the reasoned justification for it largely rewritten.
The policy on Delivery Consolidation Points was reworded to require that any development
proposals for the car parks consider and evaluate their potential for such use rather than
proposing a 5 year ban on any change of use. Finally, all the policies on Waste and Recycling
have been combined into one policy and the reasoned justification for them clarified and
expanded.
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8. Conclusion
The consultation programme undertaken by the Soho Neighbourhood Forum has been
successful in raising awareness with the local community about the draft Soho
Neighbourhood Plan and the process moving forward. It was also successful in gaining the
opinion and valuable feedback of the local community and reaching out to those who may
not normally engage in planning matters as well as those who do.
Through consultation, there have been many practical as well as strategic suggestions
regarding the draft Plan from respondents. The Steering Group and Planning Group will be
reviewing suggestions, comments and queries in full and will ensure that they are addressed
as necessary.
The results from the feedback questionnaire were positive and in general the majority of
policies were well-received. The most diverse views from the questionnaire, excluding the
policy overview questions, came from Policy 12, Policy 17, Policy 24 and Policy 25.
Question 10 received the most positive feedback, with 75% of respondents stating they
‘strongly agree’ with the policies. Question 14 received the most negative feedback, with 4%
stating they ‘strongly disagree’ with the proposed policies.
Individually, Policy 5 received the most positive feedback. Residents were keen on
developments to incorporate open spaces within new developments and believed the Policy
would have a positive impact on the area.
Policy 12 received the most negative feedback, with many of the respondents stating there
is the high volume of private members clubs within Soho and would not support the
introduction of more private members clubs.
Those who live, work and visit Soho generally understand and are in agreement regarding
the principle need for growth in this central location. However, this must remain balanced
and flexible to ensure that the character and scale of Soho is not jeopardised.
The Soho Neighbourhood Forum will continue to liaise and update the local community as it
seeks to update the Plan and move through the neighbourhood planning process.
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